
 

 

JTX - White Halo not working?  
 

 

 

 

The way things work in our JTX lights the Amber Halo over rides the White and turns white off for about 2 seconds 
while the Amber does it’s thing. Once finished flashing Amber the White comes back on about 2 seconds later. This 
process means the white halo is more voltage sensitive than the amber.   

Also just for those who don’t yet know the DRL Halo get their earth through the 3 pin headlight socket. Power up the 
Red wire on the light and the White DRL Halo comes on. Power up the Yellow wire (even if the Red also has power) 
and the white halo is over ridden by the Amber.  

If you have a different colour combination this concept still applies but instead of Amber it is your chosen colour. 

Let’s assume for a moment you connect white DRL Halo (Red Wire) to the parking light power. Almost every car has 
lower voltage at the park light thanks to thin wires running via the switch inside (indicator stalk) then to the parkers. 
There are no relays and they barely register 12V at the light and can not accommodate much more load. Whereas the 
indicators do have a relay and that’s the flasher unit you can hear ticking when you indicate.  

Combine the voltage sensitive nature and the sheer fact the wiring is sub standard to parkers anyway it is often noticed 
that the white halo doesn’t work, is dull or blinks. That is a voltage issue and is solved with more volts.  

Start the engine  - you will find with the engine running and the alternator charging you get more like 14 volts 
at the parkers and that works in almost all cases. If you are mid way through a car build and can’t start the engine put 
a battery charger on the battery instead. Please don’t gas yourselves by running your engine in an enclosed area – 
make sure garage door is open etc.  

There is a better way than connecting the white DRL Halo to the Parkers… If you drive around with your parkers on 
during the day that also means your tail lights are on – we want cars behind you to really see your stop lights and not 
hide your stop light behind a tail light that’s already on. You also risk forgetting to turn your parkers off when you get 
out of the car. The best way to wire up the White DRL Halo is via a switch inside the car. Start by sourcing the power 
say from behind the cig lighter socket – that will automatically turn off when you take the keys out and it already has 
a fuse. Mount an on/off switch and then run the wire out to the front of the car and have it trigger a relay (just like 
spot lights). Have a descent fused power wire run from + on battery via the relay to the red wires on lights to run the 
white DRL Halo. This way you get maximum volts and Amps to the white DRL Halo.  

 

We hope this helps and you are ready to enjoy your new lights. If you have any further issues please email 
support@jtxlighting.com or send us a facebook or Instagram message. 

 

If you don’t have Amber and have an alternative colour combo like Red and White etc … The above still applies to your 
white. Instead of the recommended on/off switch for white you are best to get a 3 way On/Off/On switch and run one 
of the On pins to red wires for white and the other On pin to your yellow wires at the lights to make your other colour 
come on. That alternate colour (red, blue etc) probably wont need a relay. 

And don’t forget to show us your ride and send us pics. 


